It is 12 years since I opened the discussion at the Royal Statistical Society meeting at which Rissanen and Wallace and Freeman presented companion papers on topics not far removed from those under discussion now. In the interim our understanding of the relationship between statistical inference, coding theory and algorithmic complexity has developed somewhat, but I feel there are still gaps to bridge. Rather than comment in detail on the current papers, I propose to use this opportunity to attempt a review of the whole area of stochastic complexity, or MDL, from a personal perspective.
INTRODUCTION
When I first came across the idea (in the pioneering work of Wallace and Boulton) that coding and information theory could be of direct relevance to statistical inference, I thought it weird and wonderful, but way outside anything I then knew or was interested in. When, some time later, I discovered Rissanen's work, I was already developing the general ideas of prequential inference, which made me more receptive to the approach. Although the informationtheoretic basis from which stochastic complexity arose was quite far removed from my own background, there was enough in common, both in the underlying philosophy and in the general methodology, for me to feel that here was an approach worth taking seriously. I had a similar attitude to the various streams of ideas motivated by the attempt to turn Kolmogorov complexity into something computable. All these ideas seemed to me novel and fruitful and promising of both new insights and new methods. Now, some time later, where do we stand? I feel that the promise of new insights has generally been fulfilled, but that the practical pay-off has been disappointing. Not that there has been none; there are many interesting case studies where stochastic complexity has been applied and has led to seemingly new solutions. I believe that in almost all these cases it would have been possible to reach essentially identical conclusions by more standard methods. Moreover, the strength of the stochastic complexity approach, its interpretation of inference in terms of coding length, is also its greatest weakness; it is a restriction on the kind of loss functions one is allowed to use, for which I can see no fundamental reason.
THE STORY SO FAR
The basic storyline of stochastic complexity involves two individuals, Sender and Receiver, each armed with the same book of codes. Sender has a message (describing the data) that he wishes to send to Receiver in the most efficient way possible. To this end, they have to choose, ahead of knowing the content of the message, some overall 'agreed coding system', which need not be in the code book, but can make use of the code book in some way. (Of course, we have to decide what we mean by 'efficiency': more on this later.) The earliest definitions (which, judging by the current papers still seem to be very popular) were based on two-part codes, whereby a coded preamble indicated to Receiver which page he should turn to in order to decipher the rest of the message describing the data. In his Royal Statistical Society paper, Rissanen seemed to abandon this approach in favour of using a code based on a Bayesian mixture over the codes in the book. Recently, there has been more emphasis on a definition founded on Shtarkov's approach, which yields a code with length-function equal to some constant (chosen as small as possible subject to yielding a proper code) plus the shortest code length, for that particular message, available in the book.
There are two issues here: what criterion to use to judge the efficiency of a code and what set of permissible 'agreed codes' is regarded as available. These issues resolved, we would want to use the best code, out of all permissible codes, according to the chosen criterion.
Both these choices are constrained by the nature and purpose of the communication. Most important is the distinction between off-line (or 'one-off') and on-line (or 'sequential' or 'predictive') communication. In either case we assume that there is a well-defined set of 'atomic messages' (each of which may itself describe a highly multivariate data set), known to both Sender and Receiver. In the off-line case, a single atomic message has to be sent and this message will be fully known to Sender before communication begins. In on-line communication, a sequence of atomic messages is presented to Sender by Nature, and Sender has to transmit each one in turn, the total number of such atomic messages not being specified in advance. In either case the agreed code should be prefixfree, so that Receiver can know when he can start to decipher each atomic message. Allowing redundancy of the agreed code (as in the case of a two-part code) appears to give more freedom of choice, particularly in the off-line setting, for then Sender can choose the 'best' code word after looking 324 A. P. DAWID at the message but before sending it. However, redundancy can be removed, which is always more efficient (subject, at any rate, to the modified code belonging to the permissible set). Also, we can only increase efficiency by removing any incompleteness in the code. The isomorphism between complete prefix-free codes and probability distributions then ensures that our task can be described as the choice of a probability distribution over the set of possible messages. Similarly, it is appropriate to regard each page of the code book as describing a specific probabilistic structure over the space of messages.
The difference that remains between the two settings is then that, in the off-line setting, we have a clearly defined sample-space of possible messages over which to define a distribution; whereas in the on-line setting we need to specify a full stochastic process, describing a sequence (in principle infinite) of atomic messages. This difference affects the criteria which are available for judging the quality of a proposed coding system or distribution. The emphasis and analysis in the present papers is restricted to the offline setting, but I personally feel that on-line problems are of more interest, both theoretically and practically.
HOW TO OPTIMIZE?
I use ξ to denote an arbitrary message which might have to be encoded and transmitted and x to denote the actual message. Both Sender and Receiver have a code book containing a collection of distributions, P = {P θ }, one to a page, the pages being labelled by a 'parameter' θ . In the offline case, P θ is a distribution over a clearly specified samplespace X , while in the on-line case it will be a stochastic process, able to describe message sequences of any length. Let p(ξ |θ) denote the corresponding density function (so that the length function of the corresponding coding system is l(ξ |θ) = −log p(ξ |θ)) and let Q, with density q(ξ ) and length function l Q (ξ ) = −log q(ξ ), be an arbitrary distribution under consideration as an agreed coding system. Ideally we want the actual coded message length, l Q (x), to be small; but we need to select Q before seeing the data x and hence need some more global way of assessing its performance. And, since we have our code book, the assessment might somehow take account of that, too. This suggests that we should pay attention to a quantity we may term the regret: r Q,θ (ξ ) = l Q (ξ ) − l(ξ |θ), the excess code length needed when coding data ξ using Q as against P θ ; this is also interpretable as the negative log likelihood ratio for comparing Q with P θ . We should prefer this to be small. However, since the regret depends both on an arbitrary point ξ ∈ X and an arbitrary value of θ , some additional work is needed to mould this into a usable criterion for choosing Q. We may also wish to embellish this raw criterion with terms imposing suitable additional penalties or rewards depending on ξ and/or θ .
THE PROBABILISTIC APPROACH
One approach, which seems natural to a statistician, is to consider the probabilistic behaviour of r Q,θ (X) (or a
equality being achieved (and with 'lim inf' further replaced by 'lim') by (amongst other possible choices) taking Q to be a Bayesian mixture of the {P θ } with respect to a fixed everywhere positive prior density. The use of expectation in (1) can be criticized as somewhat arbitrary. For the on-line case, this criticism can be met by an improvement to (1)-under similar conditions we can in fact show the following [2] : for almost all θ , for P θ -almost all sequences ξ , if ξ n denotes the length n initial segment of ξ , asymptotically as n → ∞,
equality again being attainable by using, for example, a positive density Bayesian mixture. Similarly, for problems involving model uncertainty (which can be described by means of a finite or countable library of code books to which both parties have access), fully Bayesian model mixture distributions can be shown, by probabilistic arguments, to be asymptotically optimal, again under the assumption that the data are generated according to a distribution specified by some page in some book in the library. What these results say is that we can find a coding system (and a Bayesian mixture system will always do the job) which will be just about as good as possible for any data sequence which is 'well-described' by any of the codes in the book (or in the library). Still more generally, equality in (2) will hold for any of the typically many distributions Q having the strong and desirable property of 'prequential efficiency' [3] : i.e. for any other distribution P with density p(·), for almost all θ , for P θ -almost all sequences ξ , asymptotically as n → ∞,
Moreover one can typically construct such prequentially efficient distributions even for those 'non-regular' cases where (2) fails. Although such results certainly have interesting coding-theoretic interpretations, they are also statistically meaningful in themselves, and can be proved by straightforward application of probabilistic martingale results to likelihood ratios, irrespective of any interpretation; I would thus regard them as well within the mainstream of statistical inference (although it must be confessed that the 'prequential approach' which motivates such results has not yet been absorbed as thoroughly as I should wish into that mainstream).
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THE 'COLT' APPROACH
The above results might be interpreted as saying that the suggested procedures are optimal, not only in some sort of average sense, but in the much stronger sense of applying to individual data sequences. However, the qualifications 'almost all' preceding (2) and (3) are not as innocuous as they might seem. Although both Sender and Receiver are armed with a code book, corresponding to the family P = {P θ } that they have chosen to use to help code the message x, that is not in itself any good reason to think that Nature will use a distribution corresponding to one of the pages of this book to generate x. To obviate this criticism, we could consider evaluating the probabilistic performance of the regret under some arbitrary distribution P, not necessarily in P, that we can imagine Nature as using to generate the data. Such an approach is taken, for example, in Section 8 of [4] . Or, more radically still, we might wish to dispense entirely with the idea of such a distribution used by Nature, and simply consider the totality of all possible data outcomes ξ , all on an equal footing. For the off-line case this last view underlies such minimax criteria as that of Shtarkov (see Rissanen's equation (2), henceforth referred to as (R2)) which in principle lends itself to exact non-asymptotic solution. However, the use of this particular criterion function and of the minimax principle, while seemingly reasonable, are by no means forced upon us.
Note that the formulation and solution of Shtarkov's problem depend (through the required normalizing constant in the solution) on the precise specification of the sample space X . Suppose, for example, we are observing sequential coin tosses, until the process is terminated by some noninformative stopping rule. Consider for definiteness the two rules 'toss the penny 20 times' and 'toss the penny until the 8th time it turns up H'. Then the Shtarkov code length for the data sequence HTTHHTTTHHTTTHTHTTTH will be different, depending on which stopping rule is supposed to have applied. A related problem arises if we want to use our optimal distribution for prediction, since the Shtarkov solutions for different sample sizes do not 'cohere'; marginalizing out over the last toss in the Shtarkov distribution for n + 1 tosses does not yield the Shtarkov distribution for n tosses. This state of affairs seems unsatisfactory. A way out of this difficulty would be to move to the on-line setting. Indeed, an on-line generalization is easily available for the case that the parameter space is finite, and the associated stochastic processes over infinite sequence space are mutually singular: allowing now max x n in (R2) to extend to all data sequences of any length, the optimal stochastic process Q is just the equally weighted Bayesian mixture of the members of the parametric family. This is also asymptotically optimal in the off-line setting as the sample size goes to infinity and even for finite sample spaces is very close to optimal. So once again (what is to me both surprising and reassuring in this context) the general message appears to be that 'Bayes is a good thing'.
Instead of basing the criterion on the regret function itself, it is a useful generalization to include an additive penalty, α(θ) say, depending on the parameter value. When the parameter-space is infinite, such an adjustment may be needed in order to allow a finite minimax (Rissanen handles this difficulty by restricting the parameter-space, but this seems unsatisfying). In the discrete case we will obtain asymptotic optimality by using the Bayesian mixture with prior weights π(θ) ∝ e −α(θ) , so long as these are summable.
In the continuous off-line problem, under suitable conditions one would expect similar optimality properties to hold for a continuous Bayesian mixture, where the term e −α(θ) now gives the density of the mixing distribution with respect to the Jeffreys prior distribution (the only 'natural' measure on the parameter space) as underlying measure-related arguments may be found in Barron [5] . It is not clear, however, how one might best formulate or solve an appropriate on-line extension in continuous parameter spaces, since the Jeffreys prior is not well-defined for stochastic process models with unspecified stopping times. Perhaps we might use an alternative (or additional) penalty term involving the data-sequence alone; this might allow replacement of the 'expected information', which is what gives rise to the Jeffreys prior but is dependent on the stopping rule, by the 'observed information', which is independent of it. There is clearly scope for investigating a variety of criteria, based on modifications of the regret, and focusing on different aspects of interest.
A generalization of this whole problem area, under the title 'learning with expert advice', is currently under very active investigation by the community of AI researchers into COLT (computational learning theory) and it is to be expected that they will continue to make valuable contributions going beyond those likely to occur to a mindset constrained by probability theory or coding theory. As in prequential analysis, the focus of this work is on the sequential on-line predictive setting and the loss function used to evaluate performance can be much more general than the logarithmic loss implicit in the coding-theoretic approach. Much as the coding approach has been valuable in raising important issues and suggesting solutions, my current feeling is that in future it is likely to get squeezed between the prequential statistical approach on the one hand and the COLT approach on the other and have little of independent value to contribute beyond what arises and can be attacked in these broader settings.
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